
Agenda

ANUSC Committee meeting

August 22 2006 Jeremy's place. Next Meeting, Sabrina's place (47 Must Circuit,

Calwell.)

1.  Attendees: Jeremy Weiman, Anita de Fredrick, Sabrina Coventry, Arwen Mow-

Lowry, Alex Vran, Mark Leonard

     Apologies: James Parks, Paul Thomas, Alison Shield.

2. Last Meeting Minutes: Confirmed

3.   Matters Arising: 

Boat Stickers to be Done **PT to complete.

New Hire Rules for Boats –To prepare for the new hire season **ML

Change/Redo Gear Issue system –Roll to next meeting. Will circulate prior

to the next meeting. **ML

Extra Fields for trip spread sheets rolled over. **PT

First Aid Training on hold. ** AS and JW

Letter to grant committee regarding funds surplus. **AS

Review of Port Stephens plan **JP

4.   Reports: 

AML: $$ situation is ok, approx $32k in bank, including LMI2006 and 2007.

Most LMI 2007 bookings have been made. Bookings are from the 6/8th to the

17/18th of July, 25spots available. Will make a spreadsheet for the bookings,

needs to know bookings that might need to be altered, also to keep a record

of all passwords.

ADF: Film Night-wrap sent to the committee Cost $336, Takings$181.

Recommendations – Only the usual group of people showed, despite

advertising. Either needs to be closer to O' week or a smaller venue.

Also there is a cave diving presentation in Sept/Nov that might be of interest.

ML: Regs and gear to put through service, possibly whilst LMI trip is on.



JW: NTR.

SC: NTR

AV: NTR

5. Batemans Marine Park Submission: Yes we want to make a club submission. James

Parks to draft one and pass it to the club, with room for individual suggestions and

signatures.

6. SRA Grants: Funding changes, SRA needs to offset VSU loss. Grants will be given

for active club members only. 

Shed $2000 Insurance $1600 40% SRA grants 60% Club

Non-student funding from the SRA is set at a maximum $80 per student

Implications for club is that we need to introduce an individual member fee of $30

for a student and $50 for non-students, which can be off-set by free boat dives on the

first trip.  $30 will cut in on impulse sign ups at O week, but it is doable. Money

wise we might have to start charging gear fees for students as that is where the club

is losing money, maybe $5 for students and $15 for non-students. Won't charge for

the first year and gauge impact on club financials.

20% less on $7000 gear and $2000 on extras, approximately $4000 to make but can

be done on gear, boat and non-student fees.

7.  Other Business: Boat towing – definite stress points visible in anchor rope,

considerable damage has been done, and from now tying off on the Samson post is

recommended. 

IF we put a buoy through a loop of rope and run that off the Samson post it should

reduce the strain, Jeremy, Ernie and Bill to try at LMI and email club regarding the

results. 

*NEVER use anchor ropes to tow off a car* 

and from now a tow rope is to be in the boat and we NEVER use the anchor for

towing.

Complaints of Gear Swapping - leading to issues at gear return, issue of

responsibility.



New Gear – Mark looking into buying new BCD's, recommends buying what we

currently have in the Aqua lungs 1xL and 1xS (S/M??). Next year tank

replacements, replacement regs. Need to check rust spots on new tanks.


